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FOREWORD 
This is a report which describes the energy 
management concept which is employed in the Bell Aero-
systems Company Energy Management System for the X-15. 
A description of the system in engineering equation 
form is given. A general description of the digital 
mechanization of this system on the SDS 930 and ALERT 
digital computers is given such that the equations in 
this report can be correlated with the computer programs 
that have been developed for these computers. 
This report was written under the December 28, 
1967 Work Authorization on Contract NAS4-1002. 
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1 . INTROIU CTI ON 
A. Background and Report Objectives 
The Energy Management System that was originally 
cl8velop8d by Bell Aerosystems Company for the X-IS was 
simply a version of the Bell Reentry Energy Management 
System (EMS) that was tailored for flight testing in the 
:: -1':1. Thi s vTork was done under a s upplempnt to Contract 
AF33(6j7)-8330 and a report (ref. 1) on it was published 
in April 1963. 
Since that time, Bell has been assisting the NASA 
Flight Research Center, under both NASA and Air Force con-
tracts, in the r8search evaluation of this system. It was 
found ,,,arly in this evaluation that, although the Bell 
R(;entry RMS could be flight tested in the X-IS, it was not 
particularly well suited to handle the type of energy manage-
ment problems that are peculiar to the terminal flight phase 
in which the X-IS flies. As a result of this, the X-IS EMS 
was modified during this evaluation to adapt it to the energy 
management problems that arepeculiar to the X-IS and its 
flight regime. Although this modification did not change the 
basic Bell EM~3 concept, it did result in changes to nearly 
aJl parts of the EMS. 
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The majority of the changes that were made to the 
X-15 EMS simulation program for the SDS 930 computer and to 
the X-15 EMS flight test program for the ALERT computer were 
documented during this period (ref. 2). However, the documents on 
on these computer programs describe the X-15 EMS in computer 
languages for the associated computers. This makes it diffi-
cult for the reader of these documents to understand what 
changes have been made to the basic EMS equations presented 
in Ref. I unless he is familiar with these computer languages 
and with digital programming techniques. 
Therefore, the basic object of this report is to 
describe the current form of the X-15 EMS in equation form. 
This includes all of the changes that have been made to it 
to date during the evaluation of it. In addition, it is 
also the object of this report to provide a general descrip-
tion of the mechanization of these equations in the SDS 930 
and ALERT computer programs such that the reader can correlate 
between this report and the documents on these computer 
programs. 
B. Report Content and Organization 
Since the X-15 EMS has been designed to be mechanized 
on a digital computer, either ground based for simulation 
or airborne for flight testing, many of the equations and 
logic in it are associated with the digital nature of the 
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system. Therefore, to enable the reader to better under-
stand how the various EMS equations are phased and cycled 
through in a digital computer, a general description of the 
X-IS EMS and the digital computer mechanization of it has 
been included in Section II of this report. This description 
is in word form and, therefore, is applicable to both the 
SDS 930 and ALERT computer programs even though the languages 
for these two computers are different. 
Section III of this report contains a description of 
the basic equations for the current form of the X-IS EMS. 
In general, these equations are presented in the same order 
and form in which they are mechanized in the two computer 
programs. However, where equations pertaining to different 
functions are intermingled in the computer programs, they 
have been separated in this report for clarity. In cases 
where the forms of the equations are different in the two 
computer programs, these differences are pointed out. In 
addition to the basic equations, the subroutine or section 
of each program where each group of equations is mechanized 
is given to enable the reader to correlate between this 
report and the documents on the computer programs. 
To further enable the reader to correlate between 
this report and the documents on the computer programs, 
Section IV of this report contains a description of the 
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symbology used in this report and the associated symbology 
which is used in the SDS 930 and ALERT computer programs. 
This section also contains a description of all the codes 
and discrete indicators which are used in the computer 
programs even though they have no corresponding engineering 
symbols. 
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF X-15 EMS AND ASSOCIATED 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A. General Description of X-15 EMS 
The X-15 EMS is a guidance system which has been 
designed to be mechanized on an airborne digital computer 
for guiding the X-15 from the end of boost to the selected 
landing site. It does this by generating attitude and drag 
brake commands which, if followed, maneuver the X-15 to the 
selected landing site and dissipate or conserve energy as 
required to insure that the X-15 will arrive at the landing 
site area with the proper altitude and velocity for tying 
into the desired approach pattern for landing. These com-
mands are also modulated and limited by the X-15 EMS to 
damp out phugoid flight path oscillations and to insure that 
none of the X-15's constraints are exceeded. The X-15 EMS 
has been designed such that these commands can be used in 
either a manual mode of operation, where they and other EMS 
information are displayed to the pilot, or in an automatic 
mode of operation, where they feed directly into the X-15's 
automatic flight control system. 
The commands which are generated by the X-15 EMS are 
based on a predictive energy management system concept. The 
"heart" of this concept is a predictor which, in the X-15 EMS, 
is used to predict the maneuvering capability of the X-15 in 
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the form of the ground area attainable (GAA) by the X-15 
at each point in flight. From a guidance standpoint, the 
best position for the X-15 at each point in flight is one 
where its predicted ground area attainable (GAA) is centered 
about the selected landing site since this gives it the 
largest possible margin of safety in any direction. This 
point is referred to as the nominal point in the GAA. In 
the X-15 EMS, it is located somewhat ahead of the geometric 
center of the GAA because undesirable control action is 
required to keep the X-15's GAA geometrically centered about 
the selected landing site. 
Once the GAA is predicted by the X-15 EMS, the 
nominal point in the GAA is located as a specific point on 
the earth's surface. The position of the selected landing 
site relative to this nominal point is then computed and used 
to generate commands to guide the X-15 to the landing site. 
These commands are generated in a manner which rapidly maneuvers 
the X-15 from its position at the end of boost to a position 
where the nominal point in its GAA coincides with the selected 
landing site. By doing this, the X-15 EMS insures that the 
X-15 will attain the selected landing site since, as the 
landing site is approached, the GAA shrinks to a point about 
the X-15 and, therefore, if the nominal point in this GAA 
and the selected landing site coincide, the X-15's position 
and the selected landing site must also coincide. In addition, 
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this also insures that the X-15 will arrive at the selected 
landing site with the proper energy for tying into the 
desired approach pattern since the GAA is also predicted to 
this energy. 
From the above description of the energy management 
concept that is employed in the X-15 EMS, it can be seen 
that this EMS accomplishes two basic functions: (l) it 
predicts the maneuvering capability of the X-15 to attain 
landing sites from each point in flight in the form of a 
Ground area attainable (GAA), and (2) based on the position 
of the selected landing relative to the nominal point in 
this GAA, it generates commands to guide the X-15 to the 
selected landing site. In the X-15 EMS, the GAA is defined 
by predicting four boundary points of the X-15's maneuver-
inG capability) maximum range, minimum range, and maximum 
left and right cross range~ and by fitting a predetermined 
GAA boundary shape through these four points. The prediction 
of these four GAA boundary points is accomplished through the 
use of a flight predictor. The flight predictor is comprised 
mainly of a model of the X-15 in differential equation form. 
These equations are initialized in flight from sensed X-15 
flight conditions and then integrated in fast time to predict 
all but the terminal position of each flight which determines 
a GAA boundary point. Since the time required to predict the 
terminal position of each flight by digital integration 
increases as the velocity decreases and since the maneuvering 
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capability in this portion of flight is small compared to 
the total, this portion of each flight is predicted by closed 
form equations. The integrated and closed form portion of each 
flight is then added together to obtain the total predicted 
maneuvering capability. 
Since the prediction of a complete GAA in this manner 
can take up to several seconds on a digital computer, a 
considerable time lag can result if predicted GAA is used 
directly to generate commands. To eliminate this lag, the 
X-IS EMS utilizes the predicted GAA's to set up coefficients 
for an extrapolator. The extrapolator is then used to extrapo-
late the predicted GAA to the current point in flight. The 
vehicle commands are then based on the position of the selected 
landing site in the extrapolated GAA. 
The X-IS attitude and drag brake commands are gen-
erated by a command generation system in the X-IS EMS. In 
this system, the position of ~he selected landing site in the 
extrapolated GAA is first nondimensionalized. The nondimen-
sional position of the selected landing site in the GAA is 
used 'to generate maneuver commands for guiding the X-IS to 
the landing site. These maneuver commands are then modulated 
and limited in a constraint control section to damp out flight 
path oscillations and to insure that none of the X-IS's 
constraints are exceeded. The constrained maneuver commands 
are then transformed to the form required by the X-IS 
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displays and automatic flight control system, if it is 
being used, and transmitted from the computer. This 
completes the operation of the EMS on a given cycle. The 
entire procedure just described is then repeated. 
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B. General Description of SDS 930 and ALERT Computer 
Programs for the X-15 EMS 
During the research evaluation of the Bell X-15 EMS, 
the EMS has been programmed on both the SDS 930 computer and 
the ALERT airborne computer. The SDS 930 program was developed 
to simulate the operation of the EMS in real time. It operates 
in conjunction with the analog simulation of the X-15 at the 
NASA Flight Research Center. The ALERT computer program was 
developed for flight testing the EMS in the X-15. Although 
the languages that these programs are written in is different, 
the basic numerical computational procedures and logical 
decisions that are used in them are nearly identical. There-
fore, only a single description of these programs is presented 
in this section and the differences between them are pointed 
out where they occur. 
A general flow diagram of the digital programs, 
showing all of the major logical decisions and computational 
blocks, is presented in Figure 1. The normal route through 
the computational blocks is shown by the heavily shaded flow 
lines. From these, it can be seen that the programs normally 
obtain the EMS inputs first on any given cycle. In the SDS 930 
program, these are obtained from the analog simulation of the 
X-15 and from the pilot selector switches in the X-15 simulation. 
In the ALERT computer, they are obtained from the navigational 
computations in the Verdan computer, vehicle sensors, and the 
pilot selector switches in the X-15 cockpit. 
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Figure 1.- Flow diagram of EMS digital programs. 
In either case, these inputs are converted to the 
form required by the EMS and used to update the Mach number 
and dynamic pressure. A branch is then normally made to the 
vehicle command computations where the attitude and drag 
brake commands for the X-15 are generated. After these are 
completed, the programs branch to the predictor computations 
where the maneuvering capability of the X-15 is predicted in 
the form of a GAA. The prediction of the GAA is normally 
continued until it is time to generate commands for the X-15 
again. At this time, an interrupt occurs which stops the 
predictor. A branch is then made to the coefficient updating 
computations where any of the GAA range predictions that have 
been completed during the current cycle are used to update 
the coefficients for the GAA range extrapolator. The current 
EMS outputs are then transmitted to the X-15 displays and the 
entire cycle is started over again. 
Although the normal route through these programs 
is quite simple, it can be seen from Figure I that there are 
several secondary branches that can be made on any given cycle. 
Thes~ will now be explained. When the EMS first starts operat-
ing, certain parameters that are used in it must be initialized. 
To enable the EMS to determine when this occurs, an EMS initial-
ization code is set to zero by the programs after the computers 
execute operation. This code is then tested by the programs 
after the EMS inputs have been obtained. If it is zero, the 
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programs branch to an initialization section where the required 
parameters are initialized. The EMS initialization code is 
then set to one such that this initialization will be bypassed 
on subsequent cycles. The programs then return to the normal 
cycle route. 
After the inputs are converted to the form required 
by the EMS, a test is made to determine if the X-15's energy 
has fallen below the terminal value at which the EMS stops 
operating. If the vehicle energy is greater than the terminal 
energy, the programs continue along the normal route. If it 
is less than the terminal value, the programs set an EMS status 
code to one to indicate that the EMS is stopping operation. 
This code is later used to set a signal which is transmitted 
to the cockpit displays. In addition, the programs set the 
EMS initialization code to zero to indicate that the EMS must 
be reinitialized if it starts operating again. The programs 
then branch to the section where the EMS outputs (1) are 
transmitted to the displays. The programs continue to cycle 
through this route as long as the vehicle energy is below the 
term~nal value. 
(1) In this case the EMS status signal is the only meaningful 
output. 
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For the case where the normal route is taken, 
a test is made on the GAA status code after the Mach 
number and dynamic pressure have been updated. This code 
is set to zero when the EMS is initialized and remains zero 
until the first GAA has been predicted and used to set up 
coefficients for the GAA range extrapolator; at which point 
it is set to one. If it is one, the programs take the normal 
route through the vehicle command computations where the 
position of the selected landing site in the GAA is used to 
generate the vehicle maneuver commands. If it is zero, the 
programs bypass the vehicle command computations and branch 
directly to the predictor computations where the prediction 
of the GAA is either started, if the EMS has just been 
initialized, or continued. 
Regardless of whether the normal route or bypass 
route is taken by the programs, the predictor status code 
is checked before the predictor computations are entered. 
This code is set to zero when the EMS is initialized. It is 
then either set to one by the predictor, if the prediction 
of any of the GAA ranges is interrupted before it is completed, 
or reset to zero by the predictor when the prediction of any 
of the GAA ranges is completed. Since the time required to 
predict the GAA is variable, the predictor is normally in the 
middle of a prediction when an interrupt occurs indicating that 
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it is time to generate commands for the vehicle again. In 
this case, the predictor status code is one and the normal 
route is taken where the programs branch directly back into 
the predictor to continue the prediction that was interrupted. 
However, if the EMS has just been initialized or if the pre-
dictor has been interrupted at the completion of a prediction, 
the predictor status code is zero. In this case, the programs 
branch to a section where the predictor is initialized for a new 
prediction before the predictor is entered. 
After the predictor computations are left, either 
due to being interrupted or completed, the predictor status 
code is again checked. If it is one, as it normally is due to 
an interrupt, the programs take the normal route which leads 
back to the vehicle command computations. However, if it is 
zero, as it will be if the prediction of any of the GAA ranges 
is completed between updates of the vehicle commands, the 
programs branch to a prediction processing and phasing section. 
In this section, the GAA dimension corresponding to the completed 
prediction is computed from the final results of it and the in-
puts -to the coefficient set up subroutine are set up and saved 
for this prediction. The predictor control codes are then 
set for the next prediction. 
Before the predictor is reentered, the input code is 
checked to determine if new inputs have been obtained by the 
EMS since the last time the predictor was initialized. This 
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code is zero if they have and one if they have not. If it 
is zero, the predictor is initialized with these new inputs 
before it is reentered to start the next prediction. If it 
is one, the predictor initialization section is bypassed and 
the last set of predictor initial conditions are used. In 
either case, the interrupt code is also checked before the 
predictor is reentered to determine if computational time in 
the current cycle is available to start the next prediction. 
If it is zero, time is available and the predictor is re-
entered. If it is one, as it will be when an interrupt occurs, 
the programs branch to the coefficient set up computations 
in the normal route. This in turn leads to a new updating 
of the vehicle commands. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF X-15 EMS EQUATIONS 
This section describes, in detail, the equations 
in each of the computational blocks shown previously in Fig. 1. 
In general, the equations in these blocks are discussed in 
the same order in which they appear in Fig. 1. 
A. EMS Initialization (Part of subroutine EMCX in 
SDS 930 program; section PROGINIT in ALERT program) 
When the EMS first starts operating, all of time 
dependent functions in the EMS which require previous history 
must be initialized since no previous history is available. 
In addition, all of the codes which control the cycling and 
phasing of the various computational blocks must be initial-
ized. This initialization is discussed here because it is 
the first computational block that is entered by the programs 
when the EMS first starts to operate. However, since the 
reasons why the parameters and codes in this section are 
initialized the way they are cannot be fully described until 
the equations that they pertain to are discussed, it is sug-
gested that the reader not dwell on this section, but instead, 
refer back to it as required while reading the subsequent 
sections. 
The parameters which are initialized in this 
section are as follows: 
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In addition, the following codes are set. 
The EMS initialization code is set to a non zero 
value to indicate that the EMS has been initialized. 
The vehicle status code is set to zero to 
indicate that it has not been determined if the X-15 has 
been dropped from the B-52. 
The GAA status code is set to zero to indicate 
that no GAA is available for generating commands. 
The vehicle time code is set to zero to indicate 
that the time dependent filters are to be initialized on this 
cycle. 
The vehicle previous history code is set to zero 
to indicate that no previous history is available to generate 
commands. 
The predictor status code is set to zero to indi-
cate that the first prediction is to be started on this cycle. 
The prediction type code is set to minus one to 
indicate that the first prediction is to be a maximum range 
prediction. 
The predictor stopping code is set to one to indi-
cate that the prediction is to be stopped when the stopping 
energy is reached. 
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The prediction phasing code is set to three to 
indicate that the processing computations for a maximum range 
prediction are to be entered after the first prediction is 
completed. 
The prediction ready codes are set to zero to 
indicate that no predictions are available for setting up 
coefficients for the GAA range extrapolator. 
The coefficient counter is set to six to indicate 
that six predictions (two of each kind; maximum range~ minimum 
range~ and maximum cross range) must be made before the 
coefficients for the GAA range extrapolator are completely 
set up. 
The coefficient set up reset codes are set to zero 
to indicate that the coefficient set up process is just being 
started. 
The previous value of the terminal energy indicator 
is set to the current value to indicate that it cannot be 
determined on the first cycle if the pilot has changed the 
selected terminal energy. 
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B. EMS Input Conversion and Updating (Part of subroutine 
EMCX in SDS 930 program; section CONVINPT in ALERT 
program) 
The EMS input conversion and updating computations are 
comprised of the EMS input conversion computations and the Mach 
number and dynamic pressure updating computations shown previously 
in Fig. 1. In the EMS input conversion computations, the inputs 
obtained from the X-15 analog simulation in the SDS 930 simulator 
program or from the Verdan inertial computations and vehicle 
sensors in the ALERT airborne program, are transformed into the format 
required by the EMS. In the Mach number and dynamic pressure 
updating computations, the Mach number is computed and the dynamic 
pressure and density are either computed or obtained from sensed 
impact pressure depending on the accuracy of the sensed pressure. 
1. EMS Input Conversion 
In the SDS 930 simulation program, the coordinates 
of the X-15's position and the components of the X-15's velocity 
in the horizontal plane are obtained from the X-15 analog simulation 
in a range north coordinate system. The position coordinates are 
obtained as distances alongfue earth's surface from the Edwards 
reference. In the ALERT airborne program, these inputs are 
obtained from the inertial computations on the Verdan computer in 
a true north coordinate system and the X-15 position coordinates 
are in the form of increments in latitude and longitude from the 
Edwards reference. To obtain compatibility between the two programs, 
the SDS 930 program first transforms these inputs to a true north 
coordinate system and then transforms the X-15 position 
coordin[tes relative to true north into increments in latitude 
and longitude. The equations for transforming 
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these inputs to true north are: 
xV XA !J.f, A yA sin !J.f, A = cos 
yV XA sin !J.f, A + yA !J.f, A = cos 
·V °A !J.f, A ·A sin !J.f, A X = X cos Y 
·V ·A 
sin !J.f, A ·A !J.f, A Y = X + Y cos 
where !J.f, A is the heading angle between the two coordinate systems. 
The equations for transforming the above position coordinates to 
angular coordinates are: 
sin 
In the ALERT airborne program, the latitude and longitude 
increments and the horizontal plane velocity components are simply 
set equal to the values obtained from the Verdan computer. 
!J.jJ V !J.jJ I = 
!J.).,V = !J.>..I 
,~_ V ·I 
A = X 
·V ·I Y = Y 
In both programs, the true latitude and longitude of the X-15 
are computed as 
V 
+ jJ = jJo 
).,y 
= >.. 0 
The X-15 8ltitude and altitude rate are set equal to the 
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values obtained from the X-15 analog simulation in the SDS-930 
program and to the values obtained from the Verdan inertial 
computations in the ALERT program. 
V A or I h = h 
• V • A or I h = h 
In both programs, the total velocity, heading, and flight 
path angle of the X-15 are computed as 
cos i;;V 
V 
Y 
'V V 
= arctan (h /VH) 
The X-15 angle of attack is set equal to the value obtained 
from the X-15 analog simulation in the SDS-930 program and to the 
value sensed from the "Q ball" in the ALERT program. In both cases, 
the sine and cosine of it are computed. 
V A or S a = a 
sin V sin CaY) a = 
V (aV) cos a = cos 
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In the SDS 930 program, the dynamic pressure, q, is computed 
from the square root of q obtained from the X-15 analog simulation 
VS q = 
In the ALERT program, the dynamic pressure is computed from 
the sensed impact pressure from the HQ ball. ll 
VS q = 
In the SDS 930 program, the normal acceleration is set 
equal to that obtained from the X-15 analog simulation. 
AVS = AA N N 
In the ALERT program, the normal acceleration is set equal 
to that sensed by the liZ" body axis accelerometer in the X-15. 
AVS = AS N N 
In both programs, the vehicle energy is computed as 
E = = 2 g o 
where ET is the total kinetic and potential energy in ft lb. 
The terminal energy arid coordinates associated with the 
desired landing site are selected from a stored table of values. 
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Efinal = EHK ( i) , if pilot has selected high key final 
terminal energy 
= ELK (i) , if pilot has selected low key final 
terminal energy 
D D (i) ~ = ~ 
AD 
= 
AD (i) 
The index, i, in this case is the desired landing site code 
and its value is set from the values on the discrete sense lines 
that come from the lake bed selector buttons in the cockpit. 
The energy that the EMS stops operating at is an energy 
that is 40% higher than the terminal energy. 
Estop = 1.4 Efinal 
The EMS operation is stopped at this point because the EMS 
commands become increasingly noisy as the terminal energy is 
approached. This is because these commands are based on the non-
dimensional position of the landing site in the GAA and, as the 
terminal energy is approached, any error in this position results 
in an error in the nondimensional position which approaches 
infini ty. 
As mentioned previously, if the vehicle energy, E, is below 
this value, the EMS sends a signal to the cockpit indicating that 
it is not opera~ing and then enters a loop where it reads the 
inputs, converts them, and checks to see if the vehicle energy 
has gone above the stopping energy. If it is above the stopping 
energy, the program continues through the Mach number and 
dynamic pressure updating section. 
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2. Mach Number and Dynamic Pressure Updating 
The velocity of sound is computed as a function of 
altitude from stored equations. This is divided into the X-15 
velocity to obtain the X-15 Mach number 
v 
s 
= 
= 
The dynamic pressure updating must be made whenever 
the dynamic pressure that is obtained from sensed impact pressure 
is not accurate enough to be used. This situation occurs when the 
X-15 is attached to the B-52 and under certain flight conditions. 
It is assumed that the X-15 is attached to the B-52 if all of the 
following tests are false: (1) engine firing code indicates X-15 
engine is firin& (2) past engine firing code indicates X-15 engine 
has fired in the past, and (3) X-15 velocity is greater than 
1000 ft/sec. If any of these tests are true, the program assumes 
that the X-15 has been dropped from the B-52. In this case, it is 
assumed that the dynamic pressure obtained from sensed impact 
pressure is accurate enough to be used if all of the following 
flight condition tests are true; 
( 1 ) MV > M (2) h V < h , and (3) qVS > q lim' q lim ' q lim . 
In this case, the dynamic pressure is set equal to the 
value obtained from sensed impact pressure and the atmospheric 
density is computed from it and the vehicle velocity. 
v q 
v p 
= 
= 
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If the X-15 is attached to the B-52 or if any of the 
flight condition tests stated previously are false, the 
atmospheric density and dynamic pressure are computed 
as follows 
= h if h V > h top' top' 
where: h top = altitude at top of appreciable atmosphere 
pV = .0000253e - Sp (h
v 
- 105000) p 
where: B = 4.32 x 10- 5 + 1.8 x 10-10 h v - 1. 313 X 10- 15 Chv)2 
. P P P , 
if h V < 105,000 p 
= 5.72 X 10- 5 - .915 x 10- IO h v p , 
if v 105,000 h > 
P 
V .~pV(VV)2 q = 
At this point in the programs, all of the computations 
necessary to obtain the inputs in the form required by the EMS 
have been made. As mentioned previously, if GAA information is 
available at this point (see Figure 1) the program then computes 
the vehicle commands. 
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C. Vehicle Command Computations 
The vehicle command computations are comprised of a GAA 
extrapolator section, a range computation section, a GAA nondimen-
sionalization section, a maneuver command section, and a constraint 
section. In the GAA extrapolator section, the predicted GAA's are 
extrapolated to obtain the best current estimate of the range 
potentials of the vehicle. The actual range and cross range to the 
desired landing site are computed in the range computation section. 
These ranges and the vehicle's range potentials are then used to 
compute the nondimensional position of the landing site in the GAA. 
In the GAA maneuver command section, the vehicle commands for 
maneuvering to the desired landing site are computed from the non-
dimensional position of the landing site in the GAA. These commands 
are then limited and modulated in the constraint section as required 
to damp out flight path phugoid oscillations and to prevent the 
vehicle dynamic pressure and normal acceleration constraints from 
being exceeded. 
1. GAA Extrapolator (Part of subroutine EMCX for SDS 930, 
part of OUTPTGEN for ALERT) 
Since the prediction of a GAA takes a considerable 
amount of time (up to 2 sec on the ALERT computer and up to 6 sec 
on the SDS 930 computer), there would be a considerable lag in the 
vehicle commands if the predicted GAA's were used directly in 
computing them. To prevent this, the predicted GAA's are used to 
set up coefficients for an extrapolator and the extrapolator is 
then used to obtain the best estimate of GAA at the current point 
in flight using a straight line or linear extrapolation. 
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The independent variable that is used in the extrapolator is 
time when the X-15 engine is not firing and a combination of 
energy plus time when the X-15 engine is firing. To prevent a 
discrete change in the independent variable when the X-15 engine 
starts or stops firing, the difference between the two computations 
of it are tracked and then added on as a bias when the computation 
of it changes. The equations for this are as follows. 
if engine firing code 
indicates engine not firing 
~I~n = EV - ~I~ff ' if engine firing code 
indicates engine firing 
The current range potentials of the vehicle in terms of 
the maximum and minimum range and maximum cross range coordinates 
of the GAA are extrapolated as follows, 
R 
max 
R . 
mln 
= R 0 + CaR /aI) IV 
max max 
= R. 0 + CaR. /aI) IV 
mln mln 
R .- R + caR jaIl IV 
c max c max 0 c max . 
where R 0' etc. and (aR /aI), etc. are the coefficients 
max max 
that are set up from the GAA predictions. 
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2. Range Computations (Part of subroutine EMCX for SDS-930; 
part of OUTPTGEN for ALERT) 
The actual range and cross-range from the vehicle to tile 
landing site are computed from the latitude and longitude 
coordinates of the vehicle and landing site and from the 
heading of the vehicle as follows. 
D 
= ~ 
v 
~ 
The straight line distance from the X-15 to the landing 
site is computed as, 
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3. GAA Nondimensionalization (Part of subroutine EMCX for 
SDS 930, part of OUTPTGEN for ALERT) 
The position of the landing site in the GAA is nondimen-
sionalized by transforming the GAA into a circle of unit radius 
as shown in Figure 2. In this coordinate system, the nondimen-
c3ional range position of the landing site is determined by 
dividing the difference between range to the landing site and the 
nominal range by one half the GAA length. In a like manner, the 
nondimensional cross-range position of the landing site is deter-
mined by dividing the cross-range to the landing site (the nominal 
is defined as zero in this case) by one half the width of the 
GAA or the maximum cross-range. From this, it can be seen that 
the nondimensionalized coordinates of the landing site are 0, 0 
when it is in the center of the GAA. The equations for this 
are as follows, 
R = 
nom 
6R* = 
* 
RTG - Rnom 
Rmax - Rnom 
R = R /R 
c c c max 
In addition, a nondimensional maneuver command range error 
signal, which is used later to generate the maneuver commands 
required to guide the vehicle to the selected landing site, is 
p,enerated by adding a bias to the geometric nondimensional range 
error, 6R*, at zero Rc* and a slope term which sweeps the 
maneuver command range error aft as R * increases, 
c 
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* * 
*(iR*R*li) 6.RB = 6.R + b * * 6.R m6.R /R c c ' 
c 
where: R * 1 = 1 - flR *1 (1 - IR *1) 
c c 
* 1 * 
* 1 6.R = 1 + lIRB . 0 < lIR < 1.0 prev , 
A nondimensional radial error signal, which is also used 
later to generate the maneuver commands required to guide the 
vehicle to the desired landing site, is computed as, 
-
lIR* = 
All of these nondimensional terms are passed through a 
first order filter of the form, l/(T s + 1), before being used 
to generate the maneuver commands. This prevents noise in 
these terms, which can be caused by noise in the EMS inputs 
and by errors in the EMS computations themselves, from feeding 
directly into the maneuver commands. This filter is mechanized 
as a discrete difference equation in the computer program as 
follows, 
* * lIt V + * lItv) lIR f = (lIR lIR prev T) / (T + 
* * lItV + * + lItv) Rcf = (R R T) / (T c c prey 
* * lIt V + * lItv) lIRBr = (lIRB s RB prey T) / (T + 
-* * lIt V + 
-
* (T + lItv) lIR f = (R lIR T) / pre v 
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The time constant, T, in these filters is set as follows 
T = 0, if pilot has changed landing site selection 
T = 1, if landing site selection has not changed 
and engine is firing. 
T = 3, if landing site selection has not changed 
and engine is not firing. 
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4. Maneuver Command Generation 
In this section, the angle of attack, bank angle, and drag 
brake commands for maneuvering the X-15 to the selected landing 
site are computed as functions of the position of the landing 
site in the nondimensional GAA. In all cases, the commands are 
generated to rapidly maneuver the X-15 from its initial position 
to a position where the landing site is centered at a nominal point 
in the X-15's GAA and th2n to maneuv~r the X-15 such that the 
landing site remains centered at this nominal point. This 
control philosophy insures that: (1) the X-15 will be rapidly 
maneuvered to a point where it can correct for the largest 
possible errors in any direction from the nominal point that 
might occur later in flight due to such things as unexpected 
winds and/or errors in the navigational computations of position 
and velocity and (2) that the X-15 will reach the desired landing 
site at the desired terminal energy since the X-15's GAA shrinks 
to zero about the X-15 as the terminal energy is approached and, 
therefore, if the landing site is kept at the nominal point inside 
the GAA, the X-15 and landing site positions will approach 
each other as this energy is approached. The shape of these 
commands and ~he equations which are used for generating them 
in the programs are discussed in the following sections. 
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a. Angle of Attack Commands (Part of subroutine COMX 
in SDS-930 program, part of subroutine COMDGEN in 
ALERT program) 
The angle of attack maneuver command which is generated 
in this section is shown in Figure 3 as a function of the position 
of the landing site in the nondimensional GAA. From this figure, 
it can be seen that the angle of attack command is for maximum 
LID whenever the landing site is in the front end of the GAA and 
requires range stretching to attain. When the landing site is in 
the heart-shaped region, which is centered aft of the GAA center, 
and requires range shortening to attain, the command is for 
minimum angle of attack on the front side of the LID curve. When 
the landing site is in the extreme aft end of the GAA and requires 
an "S" turn maneuver to attain or in the aft corners of the GAA 
and requires a "Un turn maneuver to attain, the command is for 
maximum angle of attack on the back side of the LID curve since 
additional lift is required for laterally turning in these cases. 
Between these regions, the command is varied linearly between the 
respective values for each region. 
In generating these commands, the maximum angle of 
attack and angle of attack for maximum LID are first computed in 
the programs as, 
v * v v 0max = f2(M , 0DB rl' k oH) 
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where: MV = vehicle Mach number 
o;~(;i = rate limited deflection of vehicle drag brakes 
Ct(L/D)max 
= fraction of allowable deflection 
of X-15's horizontal stabilizers 
Footnote. (1) See Section C.5.a. (3) for description of these 
parameters. 
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Figure 3.- Angle of attack maneuver commands. 
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The angle of attack command on the back side of 
the LID curve is then computed as, 
* a BS = a(L/D)max - 3.33 ~RBf (amax - a(L/D)max) 
= a BS limited to: < a max 
If the landing site is outside the outer boundary 
of the heart-shaped region shown in Figure 3, the angle of attack 
command is set equal to the angle of attack command on the back 
side of the LID curve. 
If a 
mc 
If the landing site is inside the outer boundary of 
the heart-shaped region, the angle of attack command on the 
front side of the LID curve is computed. 
is limited: 
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a . 
mln 
The outer boundary limit, b~R* , of the heart-shaped 
region and the gain, k~R* , each have two discrete values 
which are set during the generation of the bank angle maneuver 
commands which will be discussed next. 
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b. Bank Angle Commands (Part of subroutine COMX in 
SDS 930 program, part of subroutine COMDGEN in 
ALERT program) 
The bank angle maneuver command which is generated 
in this section is shown in Figure 4 as a function of the 
position of the landing site in the nondimensional GAA. From 
this figure it can be seen that, except near the boundary of 
the GAA, the bank angle command is directly proportional to the 
* nondimensional cross range error, R ,where the constant of 
c 
proportionality increases as the landing site moves aft in the 
GAA. However, as the boundary of the GAA is approached, the 
commands become limited, except in the bank reversal zone, by 
limits that spiral radially outward from the GAA nominal point. 
These limits prevent the vehicle from dissipating too much 
energy during the turn. This is necessary in this case since, 
when making large lateral turns, energy is required for range 
stretching after the turn is made. 
When the landing site is in the bank reversal zone, 
a "s" turn maneuver is used to attain it. In this case, banking 
is required even if no cross-range error exists. Since the 
"tj bhtness" of the "s" turn increases rapidly as the landing site 
moves aft in this region, the bank command also increases rapidly 
as the site moves aft. 
In generating these commands, the bank angle command 
for correcting for cross-range errors when the landing site is 
outside of the bank reversal zone is computed as, 
* 
l¢mc/R I = 
c 
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* R I , c 
Figure 4.- Bank: angle maneuver commands. 
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L_ 
* * 
where: kR */6R* = 6RB if 6RB < 0 , 
c 
* 
= 0 if 6RB > 0 , 
If the landing site is fore of the front boundary of 
the bank reversal zone shown in Figure 4, the bank angle 
maneuver command is set equal to this command. 
If the landing site is aft of the front boundary of 
the bank reversal zone, an increment in bank angle for the "3" 
turn is computed and added to that for correcting the cross-range 
error. 
At this point in the programs, the magnitude of the bank 
angle maneuver command has been computed. The signing of the 
command is determined from the location of the landing site in 
the GAA. * The command has the sign of R whenever the landing 
c 
site is outside the bank reversal zone and the opposite sign of 
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* Rc whenever the landing site is inside the bank reversal zone 
with one exception; when the range, RTG , to the landing site 
becomes negative. Due to a reversal in the sign of the b811k 
angle required to correct a cross-range error in this case, 
the bank command has the sign of 
Since the gain, k~R* , and the outer boundary limit, 
b 6R* , which are used in generating the angle of attack 
maneuver command, are also dependent on the same conditions 
that determine the sign of the bank command, they are also set 
in this section of the program. The logic for this is as 
follows. 
k6R* ; 10. 
b 6R* 
; 
.43 if RTG - 6RTG / DZ < 0 , 
I~mcl * ~mc = sgn (R ) c 
~6R * ; 3.3 
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b6~* = .63 :, , if (RTG - 6RTG / DZ > 0) 
* * and [ (6RB .:. ~RB lim) or 
* * IR*I (61\B < 6RB lim and c 
* 
> R lim) ] outside bank revf?rsal zone c 
<Pmc = - I<pmc l sgn * (Rc) 
k6R* = 10. 
b 6R* = .43 if (RTG llRTG / DZ > 0) , 
* * and (6RB < 6RB lim 8,ncl 
* * IRc l < Rc lim) ; inside bank reversal zone 
In this logic, the term RTG / DZ ' is a dead zone 
increment which is added to the range to prevent the sign of the 
bank command from chattering when the range is near zero. The 
* term, 6RB lim' is the nondimensional control range coordinate 
of the front boundary of the bank reversal zone. The term, 
* R is the cross-range coordinate of the side boundary of 
c lim ' 
the bank reversal zone and it also includes a dead zone to 
prevent the sign of the bank command from chattering. It is 
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set as follows. 
* Re lim = .25, if bank reversal indicator = 0 
= .30, if bank reversal indicator ~ ° 
The bank reversal indicator and the range dead zone 
increment are set as follows. (1) 
Bank reversal indicator = 1 
* , if ~mc Rc > 0; 
outside bank reversal zone 
Bank reversal indicator = 0 
* , if ~mc Rc < 0; 
inside bank reversal zone 
At this point, the equations and logic for computing 
the magnitude and sign of the bank angle command have been 
given. The limit, which limits the bank angle maneuver 
conmands as the landing site approaches the GAA boundary is 
computed as, 
~mc lim = k~ lim 8GAA , 
where 80AA is the polar angle defined by, 
Since arctan subroutines are time consuming on digital 
(1) This logic is a part of subroutine EMCX in SDS-930 program; 
part of OUTPTGEN in ALERT program. 
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computers and since the polar angle, 0GAA , does not have 
to be very accurate, a fast approximation for the arctan 
functions is used in the programs. This approximation is 
as follows. 
* = 90, if (6RB * * = 0) or (6RB < 0 and Rc = 0) 
* * * 0GAA = 45 tan 0GAA , if [ (6RB > 0) or (6RB < o and R t O)J c 
and (tan 0GAA is + and tan GGAA < 1. 0) 
* * * GGAA = 90 - 45 tan 0GAA , if [( 6RB > 0) or (6RB < 0 and R t O)J c 
and [(tan 0GAA is -) or (tan GGAA > l)J 
For all of these cases, the tan 0 GAA is computed as 
The bank angle limit computed above is used to limit 
the bank angle maneuver command as follows. 
~ is limited to: ~ < ~ < ~ ~mc - ~mc lim ~mc ~mc lim 
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c. Drag Brake Maneuver Command (Part of Subroutine 
EMCX in SDS 930 program, part of OUTPTGEN in 
ALERT program) 
The drag brake maneuver command which is generated 
in this section is shown in Figure 5 as a function of the position 
of the landing site in the nondimensional GAA. As can be seen 
from this figure, no drag brake deflection is commanded when the 
landing site is more than a small increment fore ~ the GAA 
nominal point and requires range stretching to attain it. How-
ever, as the landing site moves aft of the GAA nominal point 
and requires range shortening to attain it, the drag brake command 
increases to maximum deflection; except near the GAA boundary. 
When the landing site is near the GAA boundary and requires a large 
lateral turn to attain, energy must be conserved for range stretch-
ing after the turn is made. In this case, the drag brake command 
is limited to prevent too much energy from being dissipated during 
the turn; as was done for the bank angle maneuver command in 
this case. 
As can be seen from Figure 5, only one intermediate 
drag brake command exists between the no deflection and maximum 
deflection commands. This is because only three discrete 
indicators are available in the X-15 cockpit to display the EMS 
drag brake command to the pilot. The drag brake maneuver command 
is generated in this section as a continuous command. It is 
converted to a discrete command afterit has passed through a 
continuous constraint section. Therefore, this conversion process 
will be discussed after the equations in the constraint section 
are discussed. 
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r-
Figure 5.- Speed brake maneuver commands. 
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where: 
The drag brake maneuver command is computed as, 
v* 
°DB mc 
The limit, which limits this command as the GAA 
boundary is approached, is computed as, 
-* 
= 5.0 (0.7 - ~R ) 
The maneuver command is them limited as follows. 
Ov* is limited to: ov* < ov* DB mc DB mc DB lim 
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5. Constraint Control 
The constraint control section of the programs 
contains control loops that modulate and limit the maneuver 
commands as required to damp out phugoid flight path oscilla-
tions and to insure that the vehicle constraints do not exceed 
critical values. Two constraint control loops are included: 
one for controlling the vehicle dynamic pressure and one for 
controlling the vehicle normal acceleration. In addition, the 
maneuver commands are limited such that they do not exceed the 
attitude limits on the X-15 such as the maximum trimmable angle 
of attack and the maximum allowable bank angle. 
Since the constraints which are imposed on the vehicle 
maneuver commands in this section must also be imposed on the 
predictor maneuver commands if the predicted GAA is to be an 
accurate indication of what the vehicle can attain, a major 
portion of the constraint control loops in this section are 
mechanized as subroutines in the computer programs which are 
used in both the vehicle and predictor command computations. 
Therefore, this subroutine will be discussed in this section 
for both the vehicle and predictor to prevent duplication when 
the predictor computations are discussed. However, before 
this is done, the computation of certain vehicle constraints 
which are used in the constraint control loops will be 
discussed. 
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a. Damping and Constraint Computations 
(1) Damping Parameter (Part of subroutine EMCX 1n 
SDS-930 program; part of OUTPTGEN in ALERT 
program) 
A nondimensional damping parameter is u3ed in 
the constraint control loops which damp out the vehicle phugoid 
flight path oscillations. This damping parameter is computed 
as, 
where ·v h 
eq is the equilibrium altitude rate. From this 
expression, it can be seen that the damping parameter is zero 
whenever the vehicle is falling at the equilibrium altitude 
rate, -1.0 if it is falling twice as fast as this rate, -2.0 
if it is falling three times as fast as this rate, etc. 
It can be analytically shown that the equilibrium 
altitude rate is given by, 
·v h = 
eq 
2g 
where 8 is the density decay parameter. Since the bank angle 
of the X-15 is not available as in input to the ALERT program 
and since the acceleration inputs which are available are not 
accurate enough to be used to obtain the LID ratio in most 
cases, the term (L/D)v cos~v, which is the vertical component 
of the X-15's LID ratio is approximated by an average value 
in the computer programs. The equilibrium altitude rate 
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equation thus becomes, 
·v h = 
eq 
2g 
The error that results in the damping parameter from 
this approximation is not large enough to adversely affect the 
operation of the damping loops when the damping parameter is 
large and damping is really needed. To eliminate the steady 
state error that can exist when the damping parameter is small, 
this damping parameter is passed through a washout filter in 
the constraint control equations before being used in the 
damping control loops. 
(2) Normal Acceleration (Part of Subroutine EMCX 
in SDS-930 program, part of subroutine 
COMNDGEN in ALERT program) 
Although sensed normal acceleration is available 
directly from one of the X-15 accelerometers, it is not used 
directly in the normal acceleration control loop since studies 
have shown that the large short period fluctuations in it, that 
can be caused by such things as sudden control surface movements, 
can cause instabilities in the type of sampled data control loop 
used. Instead, the slope of the normal coefficient is factored 
from the sensed acceleration, limited to within reasonable bounds, 
and then used to compute a normal acceleration. This computed 
normal acceleration is equal to the sensed acceleration whenever 
the computed slope of the normal coefficient is within its 
reasonable bounds. 
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However, when the slope of the normal coefficient is 
outside reasonable bounds, the computed acceleration is 
that which results from limiting values of the slope of the 
normal coefficient. Although the limiting in this case filters 
out the large short period fluctuations, it does not affect 
the average short period value since this cannot be greater or 
less than that which results from the limiting values of the 
slope of the normal coefficient. 
The equations for this are as follows: 
CV AVS v aY ) = - m/(q S No. N 
CV No. is limited to: .0215 < C
V 
< .070 No. 
AV v (S/m) CV v = q 0. N No. 
The number of lTg's'! of normal acceleration per 
unit angle of attack is computed as, 
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(3) Constraints on Maximum Trimmable Angle of 
Attack (Part of subroutine EMCX in SDS-~30 
program; part of OUTPTGEN in ALERT pro~ram) 
The maximum angle of attack that the X-15 can 
trim is a function of the Mach number, the deflection of the X-l~ 
dra~ brakes, and the horizontal stabilizer deflection. The drag 
brakes constrain the maximum trimmable angle of attack by an 
amount that is pro~ortional to the deflection of the drag brakes. 
ilowever, the only drag brake input available to the EMS is a 
discrete signal whic}! indicates that the X-15 drag brakes are 
either deflected or not deflected. If this signal were used 
directly to constrain the maximum angle of attack that is COD-
puted in the EMS, the maximum angle of attack would make a step chanrf' 
every time the status of the drag brake indicator changed. To 
prevent this from happening, the drag brake deflection corres-
ponding to the status of this indicator is passed through a rate 
limiter to obtain a signal which changes gradually when the status 
of the discrete drag brake indicator changes. This rate limited 
signal is then used to constrain the maximum angle of attack. 
The equations for this are as follows. 
*v 
°DP O. if drag brake indicator is zero 
= 1.0 if drag brake indicator is one 
(full deflection assumed) 
* . * t:.t V t:.° lJB °DB man 
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*v *v limited to: 0DB = 0DB rl 
*v * *v *v * 0DB - ~ODB < °DB < °DB + ~oDB prev prev 
*v *v 0DB = °DB prev rl 
The maximum trimmable angle of attack that is 
computed in the EMS is also constrained by the amount of full 
horizontal stabilizer deflection that the EMS is allowed to use. 
A button is available in the cockpit such that the pilot can 
select either maximum or 75% of maximum horizontal stabilizer 
deflection. However, even when the horizontal stabilizer 
indicator indicates that the pilot has selected full deflection, 
the EMS constrains the deflection to 75% of maximum except when 
maximum is needed. It is assumed that maximum is needed 
whenever the nondimensional damping parameter is less than -10, as 
would be the case on reentry from an altitude mission, or 
whenever the dynamic pressure approaches 1600 psf. The gain which 
is used to constrain the deflection is computed as, 
v 
k oH 
As can be seen from this expression, this gain is 
one when maximum deflection is needed and zero or less when only 
75% of maximum deflection is needed. 
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b. Damping and Constraint Control Loops 
The damping and constraint control loops, which 
modulate and limit the vehicle maneuver commands as required 
to damp out phugiod flight path oscillations and to insure that 
the vehicle dynamic pressure and normal acceleration constraints 
do not exceed critical values, are shown in Figure 6 in functional 
form. As mentioned previously, a major portion of these control 
loops are mechanized as a subroutine which is also used in the 
computation of the predictor commands. This portion contains 
all of the control loops on that angle of attack and bank angle 
shown in Figure 6 except for the normal acceleration control 
loop. The control loops on the drag brake deflection command 
shown in this figure are not contained in this subroutine 
since they are required only for the vehicle. They are not 
required for the predictor since the predictor drag brake 
commands are always for no deflection. (1) 
(1) Control Loops on Angle of Attack and Bank 
Angle (Part of subroutine CCMX in SDS 930 
program; part of subroutine COMNDGEN in 
ALERT program) 
Logic 
In this section, a certain amount of logic 
is necessary to set the parameters required in the control loops 
(1) The predictor drag brake command is always for no 
deflection since studies have shown that they are 
not beneficial on flights to the GAA boundary points 
that the predictor predicts. 
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equal to those for the vehicle when it is being used for 
the vehicle and to those for the predictor when it is being 
used by the predictor. The parameters which must be set 
are as follows. 
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If control loops usage indicator equaL:; z<o> ro ( b '~ i. ng 
used for ve hicle), 
v q = q 
. * ·*v H = H 
. * ·*v llH = llH prev prev 
. 
M"rv llH f = prev f prev 
IV! = ]'v1v 
* *v QDB = QDB rl 
llt llt V 
If control loops usage indicator equals one (being 
used for predictor) , 
p 
q = q 
.* .*p H = H 
.* llH = prev 
.* llHf prev 
M = MP 
* *p QDB QDB 
llt = llt P 
.*p llH prev 
.*p 
= llHf pre v 
rl 
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After these parameters have been set, they are 
used in the control loops in an identical manner for the 
vehicle and predictor, except as otherwise noted. 
~odification and Shaping of Constraint Parameters 
As can be seen from Figure 6, both the damping para-
meter and dynamic pressure are used in control loops on the 
angle of attack and bank angle. However, it can also be seen 
that neither of these parameters are used in their direct form; 
but instead are modified before being used in the control loops. 
This modification changes the effective gains in the control 
loops in a manner that improves the stability of the control. 
The damping parameter is modified by filtering and 
shaping. The filter consists of a limiter which limits the 
amount of the damping parameter that is filtered, a washout 
filter, and a bypass loop which bypasses the amount in excess 
of the limit around the filter and adds it back to the 
filtered increment. 
The equations for the limit are, 
· * . * lir*1 l1H = H -lim 
· * . * l1H f = H and input 
.* 
. * l1H = 0 if l1H > 0 bypass , 
· * . * l1H f = H and input lim 
.~":. 
. * . * .* l1H = l1H sgn (H ) , if l1H < 0 bypass 
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The washout filter of the form, Ts/(Ts + 1), is 
mechanized as a discrete difference equation as follows. 
If previous history indicator equals zero (no 
previous history available) 
• * . * ~Hf = ~H input 
If previous history indicator equals one (previous 
history available) 
.* (Ml* .* .* ~Hf = T·* - ~H + ~Hf )/(TH* + ~t) H input prev prev 
The total filtered damping parameter is computed as, 
.* .* .* Hf = ~Hf + ~H bypass 
The damping parameter is then shaped by squaring 
it whenever it is less than three in magnitude, 
• * 
• * I • * I IH;I H = Hf Hf ,'3. if < 3. c , 
• * IH;I = Hf if > 3. , 
.* The shaped damping parameter, H
c
' is then the para-
meter which is actually used in the damping control loops. 
The dynamic pressure parameter which is used when 
the control loops are being used for the vehicle is the larger 
of the current nondimensional vehicle dynamic pressure or the 
predicted maximum nondimensional dynamic pressure at the 
future pullout, if one exists. Whe~ the control loops are 
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being used for the predictor, the dynamic pressure parameter 
used is the current nondimensional dynamic pressure on the 
prediction. 
* q = q/qmax 
where 
qmax = 1600 psf 
If the control loops are being used for vehicle, 
* * * *p 
qc = q if q > qmax , 
*p * *p 
qmax , if q < q 
max 
If the control loops are being used for predictor, 
In either case, the nondimensional dynamic pressure 
parameter which is used is modified by the addition of a lead 
term as follows. 
* * 6q = - k * H lead q/H c 
*1 * * 
qc = qc + 6q lead 
This modified dynamic pressure parameter is then 
checked agianst a limit which is set below the maximum allow-
able value and, whenever it is greater than this limit, it is 
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shaped and used to modify the maneuver commands. 
* * * lim) 2 * 1 * ~q = (q 1 q if > q C C , qc lim 
* 1 * = 0 if qc < q , lim 
Bank Angle Constraints 
As can be seen from Figure 6, the modified damping 
* parameter, H
c
' and the modified dynamic pressure increment, 
* 6qc' are first used to modulate and limit the bank angle 
maneuver command. This is always done for the vehicle commands 
and it is done for the predictor commands, except when a 
maximum range prediciton is being made. In the latter case, the 
constraint control loops do not alter the bank angle maneuver 
command since it is zero and, therfore, the constraint bank 
angle command, ~c' is set equal to the maneuver command, 
~mc' and this section of the programs is bypassed. 
In the constraint control loops, the bank angle 
maneuver command is first limited to zero if the dynamic pressure 
is less than a value at which the control surface effectiveness 
of the X-15 becomes marginal for controlling roll. 
~ci = ~mc if q > q~ , lim 
= 0 if q < q~ , lim 
If the maneuver command is not limited here, the 
programs then use the damping and dynamic pressure constraint 
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parameters to modulate the maximum allowable bank angle as 
follows. 
. * 
¢max = ¢nom + k¢/H*Hc 
From the above equations, it can be seen that these 
constraint control loops reduce the maximum allowable bank angle 
whenever the vehicle is falling too fast and/or the dynamic 
pressure approaches the maximum allowable value. To prevent this 
bank angle limit from becoming negative or from exceeding the 
absolute bank angle limit that is imposed on the EMS by the X-15 
adaptive flight control system, it is first limited before being 
used to limit the bank angle maneuver command. 
~ = ~ limited to: 0 < ~ < ~ abs ~max~ ~max ~max - ~max 
¢c~ limited to: 
Angle of Attack Constraints 
The modified damping and dynamic pressure parameters 
are always used in the constraint control loops to modulate and 
limit the angle of attack maneuver commands for both the vehicle 
and predictor. In these loops, the dynamic pressure is first 
used to form a lower limit on the angle of attack which in-
creases th2 minimum allowable angle of attack whenever the 
dynamic pressure parameter approaches critical. 
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as follows. 
~a = k ~q* lim/q a/q c 
= ex. • 
mln 
The angle of attack maneuver command is then limited 
= a 
mc 
limited to: a . / mln q < a mc < a max 
The limited angle of attack maneuver command is then 
modulated by a damping loop which increased the angle of attack 
if the vehicle is falling too rapidly and decreased it if the 
vehicle is rising too rapidly. 
This modulated angle of attack is then limited to 
prevent the damping loop from driving it above or below the 
maximum and minimum angle of attack, respectively. 
a(q~ + H* + ~) = a(q~ + H*) limited to: 
o < a(q~ + H*) < a 
max 
If the constraint control loops are being used to 
modulate and limit the vehicle commands, the damped and limited 
angle of attack is then limited by a normal acceleration control 
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In this control loop, the normal acceleration that would exist 
if this angle of attack were used is computed and checked against 
the maximum acceleration limit. If the computed acceleration 
exceeds the limit, the angle of attack that results in a 
computed acceleration equal to the limit is computed and the 
an~le of attack command is set equal to this value. If the 
computed acceleration is less than the limit, the angle of attack 
is not modified. 
1f 
If 
v . * a a(q~ + H + £) 
c 
If the constraint control loops are being used to 
modulate and limit the predictor commands, the modulated and 
limited angle of attack is also limited by a normal acceleration 
control loop. The equations for it are identical to those of 
tile vehicle loop except that they are in nondimensional form. 
(1) In the SDS 930 program, this loop is a part of subroutine 
Ei;lC X-15. 
*p * p a.(q~ + .* AN = (ClAN/Cla.) H + ~) 
If 
*p 
* AN > AN , max 
p * p a. = ANI (Cl ANI Cl a.) c 
If 
*p 
* AN < AN max 
p 
. * a. = a.(q~ + H + ~) c 
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Return Logic 
Since this subroutine is used to modulate and limit 
both the vehicle and predictor maneuver commands, a certain 
amount of logic is necessary to set the outputs of this sub-
routine equal to those for the vehicle when it is being used 
for the predictor. The outputs which are set are as follows: 
If control loop usage indicator equals zero (being 
used for vehicle), 
·*v lIH prev 
·*v 
= liB prev 
lIH f prev = lIB f pre v 
In addition, a vehicle previous history indicator, 
KOPE, must be set to one to indicate that previous history is 
now available for the time dependent computations in this sub-
routine. 
If the control loop usage indicator equals one (being 
used for predictor), 
·*P lIH prev = liB pre v 
lIB f prev = bHf prev 
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In addition, a predictor previous history indicator, 
KODE, must be set to one as for the vehicle. 
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(2) Control Loops on Drag Brake (Part of subroutine 
EMCX in SDS-930 program; part of subroutine 
OUTPTGEN in ALERT program. 
As shown in Figure 6, three constraint control loops are 
USAd 1.0 1 imit the drag maneuver command. The first control loop 
limi t s the drag brake command to zero if the Mach number is greater 
Lhan 5.5 since lateral control problems can be encountered if the 
dra~ brakes are deflected at higher Mach numbers. 
*v v ° 2 (5.5 - M ) DB lim/M = 
The second control loop limits the drag command to zero 
if the dynamic pressure is less than 50 psf since the drag 
brakes are not effective at low dynamic pressure. 
*v v 0DB lim/q = .01 (q - 50.) 
The last control loop limits the drag brake command to 
zero if the vehicle is rising rapidly since it is not desired to 
deflect the drag brakes when the X-15 is climbing to altitude. 
*v 
. 2 O"t*v 10. ) 
°DB lim/H* = + 
The dominant limit on the drag brake maneuver command is 
the minimum of these three limits; 
*v *v *v *v 
* °DB = Min (ODB °DB °DB lim lim/M' lim/q' lim/H 2 
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To provide absolute limits on the drag brake deflection, 
this limit is limited as follows: 
*v 0DB li~ is limited to: * - 0.5 < ~ v < 1 0 u DB lim - . 
This limit is then used to limit the drag brake maneuver 
commands as follows: 
*v 
= ° limited to: DB mc *v < ° *v - 0.5 < 0DB mc DB lim 
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b. Transformation of EMS Outputs (Part of subroutine 
EMCX in ~DS-930 program; part of OUTPTGEN in 
ALERT program) 
Although all of the equations and logic for generating 
the basic EMS outputs have been presented at this point, a 
certain amount of computation is necessary to transform these 
to the form required by the X-15 displays and automatic flight 
control system. The transformations which are required are as 
fo1 1 0'-''1' S : 
a. Bank Angle Command 
The bank angle command which is generated by the EMS 
is relative to the vehicle velocity vector. Since the X-15 
roll attitude is displayed relative to the longitudinal body 
axis and since the X-15 automatic flight control system requires 
a roll signal relative to the longitudinal body axis, this bank 
angle command must first be transformed to body axis. The 
equations for this are as follows: 
( Ov v V . v ~v h cosa + HSlna cos~c 
2 ' (sinev ) 
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In add=_tion to preventing noise in the roll command 
from feeding through to the roll command needle on the X-15 
three axis attitude indicator and to the automatic flight 
control system, if it is being used, the EMS roll command 
relative to the X-15 longitudinal body axis is rate limited 
before being transmitted to the X-15 displays and automatic 
flight control system. The equations for this are as 
follows: 
= ~v limited to: ~Bc 
~v ~~ ~v < ~v + ~~ ~B prev - ~max < ~Bc ~B prev ~max 
b. Angle of Attack Command 
In generating the angle of attack command in the 
EMS, it is assumed that no significant phugoid transient will 
be iutroduced if the X-15 angle of attack is held at the command 
value while the vehicle bank angle is reversed. However, if the 
pilot reverses the vehicle bank angle at a low roll rate or if 
the automatic flight control system, which limits the EMS roll rate 
command to 14°/sec, is used to reverse the vehicle bank angle, 
a large phugoid transient can result if the X-15 angle of attack 
is held at the command value. To prevent this from hepP2ning, a 
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transformation has been included in the EMS which reduces the 
angle of attack command in a manner that holds the vertical 
acceleration constant during a bank reversal. The equation for 
this transformation is as follows: 
In addition, the angle of attack command is rate 
limited for the same reasons the bank angle command is. 
6a 
max 
a~l limited to: 
a - 6a < a
cl < a + 6a c prev max z prev max 
a 
c prev 
c. Drag Brake Command 
Since only two discrete indicators are available for 
displaying the EMS drag brake command in the X-15 cockpit, the 
continuous drag brake command that is generated by the EMS is 
transformed to a three position, discrete signal in the EMS 
before being transmitted to the X-15 displays. Two dead zones 
are included in this transformation to prevent the command from 
chattering when it is near one of the switch points. The form 
that the drag brake command takes after passing through this 
transformation is illustrated in Figure 7. 
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The logic and equations for this transformation are 
as follows; 
If 
';'v (oDBC + *v °DB DZ) < . 5 
* 
°DB DZ 0 
* 
°DB = 0 max 
v 0 
°DBc = 
If 
0.5 < *v (ODBC + * °DB DZ) < 1.0 
* 
oDE == .1 DZ 
* oDE = 0 max 
v 0.7 
°DB max °DBC = 
If 
* = 0 and CDBc < 1.0, 
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If 
*v * * * (oDBC + °DB DZ) > 1.0 and °DB = o and °DBc > 1. 0, max 
~ 
°DB = 1.0 max 
v 
° °DBc = DB max 
If 
*v * * ( °DBc + °DB DZ) > 1.0 and °DB = 1. 0, max 
v 
°DB max °DBc = 
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D. Predictor Computations 
The predictor computations are comprised of a predictor 
initialization section, a predictor which is a three degree 
of freedom, point mass simulation of the X-15 in differential 
equation form, a prediction processing and phasing section, 
and a coefficient set up section. The predictor initiali-
zation section sets the initial predictor flight conditions 
equal to the X-15 flight conditions. The predictor integrates 
the differential equations for the X-15 model from these flight 
conditions to predict the maneuvering capabilities of the X-15 
in terms of maximum and minimum range and maximum cross range 
and the maximum dynamic pressure at the future pullout, if one 
exists, on reentry. The predictor processing and phasing section 
computes the dimensional GAA parameters from the outputs of the 
predictor and sets up the inputs for the coefficient set up 
section. It also sets a prediction type indicator and a predictor 
stopping condition indicator which control the phasing of the 
predictor from one type of prediction to another. The coef-
ficient set up section utilizes the results of consecutive pre-
dictions to set up coefficients for the GAA entrapolator. 
1. Preliminary Predictor Initialization (Part of sub-
routine EMCX in SDS-930 program, section PRELINIT 
in ALERT program) 
In this section, the initial predictor flight conditions 
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are set equal to the vehicle flight conditions as follows: 
vP = VV 0 
h P = h V 0 
v 
arctan (hv/Vv ) y = H 
P v 
Yo = y 
P v 
a = a 0 
In addition, the value of the independent variable, 
which is used in the GAA entrapolator, at the time that the 
predictor is initialized is computed. 
P E o 
P ~Ioff is unchanged, 
if engine firing code indicates 
engine not firing 
if engine firing code indicates 
engine is firing 
These coefficients for the GAA entrapolator are later set up 
versus this independent variable in the coefficient set up section. 
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As a final step in this section, the predictor input 
code is set to one to indicate that the latest available flight 
conditions have been used to initialize the predictor. 
2. Predictor (Subroutine PX15 in SDS-930 program; sub-
routine PREDCOMP in ALERT program) 
As mentioned previously, since the time required for 
the predictor to predict anyone of the range maneuvering 
capabilities of the X-15 can be greater than the time period 
between updates of the vehicle commands, provisions have been 
made in the program for interrupting the predictor when it is 
time to compute new vehicle commands. Therefore, when the 
predictor is entered, the predictor status code is first checked 
to determine if the predictor is being entered for a new pre-
dictor or whether it is being reentered to complete a prediction 
that was interrupted. If the predictor status code is zero, the 
predictor is being entered for a new prediction and the programs 
branch to an initialization section. If the predictor status 
code is one, the predictor is being reentered to continue a 
prediction that was interrupted and the programs branch directly 
into the equations of motion. 
d. Initialization 
In this section, the predictor flight conditions 
are initialized to the initial predictor flight conditions as 
follows: 
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vP = vP 0 
hP = hP 0 
P P Y = Y 
P P 
a = a 0 
The remaining predictor flight parameters are 
initialized at predetermined values as follows: 
t P = 0 
RP = 0 
AP = n/2 
P 0 ~ = 
~P = 0 
¢P 
= 0 
In adcition, the previous values of predictor 
a1titude and density, which are used in an incremental com-
putation of predictor density, are initialized here since no 
previous history is available. 
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h P = h if h P > h prev top , top 
= hP if h P < h , top 
pP P 
= Po prev 
Tbe sine and cosine of the bank angle are set 
in this section since they are known when the angle is zero. 
sin <pP = 0 
P 
cos <p = 1.0 
Several integration parameters are also set here. 
An integration reset code which is used to reset the integration 
when the predictor Mach number passes through one is set to zero 
since no previous history on the predictor Mach number is 
available. A gain on the second derivative terms in the in-
tegration is also set to zero because there is no previous history 
available for forming these derivatives. 
k .. = O. 
x 
The initial value of the predictor integration 
interval is also initialized here 
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b. Differential Equations of Motion 
The differential equations that are contained 
in the predictor are an earth relative set for the motion of 
a point mass, under the influence of aerodynamic forces, in 
the earth's atmosphere. Since the manner in which these 
equations are mechanized in the programs makes it difficult 
to see the basic form of them, they will be shown here for 
clarity: 
· h = V sin y 
· (Dim) V = - g siny 
(Lim) cos¢ - g cosy y = V 
· 
V cosy sin~ A = 
re + h 
· 
V cosy cos~ ~ = r + h e 
· 
(Lim) sin¢ ~ = V cosy 
The actual mechanization of these equations in 
the programs is as follows. The sine and cosine of the predictor 
flight path angle and the predictor attitude rate are first 
computed. 
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sin P sin (yp) y = 
P (yp) cos y = cos 
.p 
vP sin P h = Y 
The predictor altitude is then compared with an 
altitude, h t ,corresponding to the top of the appreciable op 
atmosphere. If the predictor is above this altitude, it is 
assumed that all of the aerodynamic forces are insignificant. 
In this case, these forces are set to zero and all the com-
putations pertaining to them are bypassed. 
(L/m)P = 0 
(Dim) P = 0 
(L/m)P = 0 
v 
If the predictor is below this altitude, the aero-
dynamic forces are computed. In these computations, the density 
is first computed in an incremental manner as follows: 
= 4.85 X 10- 5 , if 4500 < h P < 97500. 
if h P < 45000. 
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6h P = h P h P prey 
P P -SP 6hP 
P = Pprev e 
h P = h P prey 
P P Pprev = P 
The dynamic pressure and a dynamic pressure term 
are then computed. 
q P = . 5 P P (vP ) 2 
P P (qS/m) = q Sim 
The Mach number, which is requried to determine 
the lift and drag coefficients, is computed as, 
The predictor angle of attack and bank angle commands 
are then computed at this point in the programs. Since these 
computations are quite lengthy, they will be discussed separately 
in a later section so that they will not detract from the equations 
of motion being presented here. Once they are computed, the lift 
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and drag coefficients are computed from polynomial functions 
as follows: 
The lift and drag accelerations are then computed 
as 
(1/m)P P cP = (qS/m) 1 
(1/m)P = (1/m)P cos </l v 
(D/m)P = (qS/m)p cP D 
At this point, the computation of the aerodynamic 
accelerations are completed. For the case where these computa-
tions were bypassed, the program branches to this point anj in 
both cases, the derivatives for the longitudinal flight path 
variables are computed. 
.p (D/m)P sin P V = 
- -
g y 
P P 
.p (1/m) II - g cos y y = V 
R k vP P = 
nm/ft cos y 
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If a minimum range or maximum cross range 
prediction is being made, the derivatives for the lateral flight 
path equations are then computed. If a maximum range prediction 
is being made, these computations are bypassed since there is no 
lateral maneuvering on this type of prediction. The lateral 
equations are as follows: 
cos ~p = cos (~p) 
.p v
p p 
sin ~p cos y A 
r 
e 
.p v
p p ~p cos y cos 
~ = 
re 
.p (L/m)P . ¢P Sln ~ 
vP 
p 
cos y 
c. Integration 
A second order integration method, based on the 
first three terms of a Taylor series expansion, is used in the 
EMS predictor to integrate the flight path derivatives. The 
form of thjs method is, 
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Since the second derivatives of the flight path 
variables which are integrated cannot be computed easily, they 
are approximated by a first order divided difference of the 
form. 
x t At )/6.t prev - L.:l prev 
When this is substituted into the above inte-
gration equation, the form of the equation which is used in the 
program is obtained. 
k.. ( x - x ) 6. t 2 
X t t - 6.t prev 
6.t prev 
For example, the equation for integrating 
altitude rate is, 
The equation8 for integrating all of the other 
flight path variables are identical in form to the above 
equation. These equations are solved for all the flight path 
variables on each prediction except for the lateral integration 
equations when a maximum range prediction is being made. 
The gain, k .. , 
x 
on the second derivative term in 
these equations is normally set to one half. However, when the 
predictor is first initialized and no previous history is 
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available, this gain is set to zero as mentioned previously. In 
this case, a first order integration results for the first in-
tegration step. After this first step, previous history is 
available for forming the second derivatives and the gain is 
set back to its normal value. The gain then remains at this 
value unless Mach number passes through one. In this case, the 
integration is reset by setting this gain to zero. This is 
done to prevent the step changes in the aerodynamic coefficients 
which occur at ~ach one from causing the computed second deri-
vatives from approaching infinity if the integration interval is 
near :c:ero. 
The equations and logic for this are as fo1lows: 
If integration reset code is zero and MP > 1.0, 
k.. 0.5 
x 
P If integration reset code is zero and M < 1.0, 
k.. ° x 
integration reset code = 1 
P If integration reset code is one and M > MI' lm, 
k.. = a 
x 
integration reset code = 0 
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If integration reset code is one and 
M
P 
< ~lim and MP > 0.99 
k .. = 0.5 
x 
rl = 0.99 
If integration reset code is one and 
p P ~ < Mlim and M < 0.99, 
k.. 0 
x 
The integration is always reset in this manner 
except when the predictor is above the top of the appreciable 
atmosphere. In this case, the gain on the second derivative 
terms in the integration is set to one half and the reset logic 
is bypassed. 
In addition to the integration method, the in-
tcgration interval is also an important factor in the predictor 
since it determines how rapidly predictions can be made. The 
I~MS predictor uses a variable integration interval which is 
always made as large as possible for predictions that are accurate 
to within one percent. The integration interval is based 
on the velocity, the lift acceleration, and the dimensional and 
nondimensional rate of change in the vertical component of the 
lift acceleration. It is mechanized such that the integration 
interval is large if the lift acceleration is near equilibrium 
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and is not changing rapidly. However, if the lift acceleration 
is far from equilibrium or, if it is changing rapidly, the 
integration interval is small. 
The equations and logic for computing the in-
tegration interval are always solved except on the first inte-
gration step after the predictor is initialized or when the 
integration is reset. In these cases, the integration interval 
is set to 1.5 sec and the integration interval computations are 
bypassed. 
When the integration interval computations are 
made, the rate of change of the vertical component of the lift 
acceleration is first computed as follows: 
where 
[(L/m)P 
v 
P 
I - (L/m)v 
(L/m)P > .5 
v 
(L/m)P limited to: 
v 
The nondimensional rate of change of the vertical 
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co~ponent of lift acceleration is computed as, 
where: 
where: 
(L/m)P > 4. 
v 
(Lim); 1 prey = (Lim); 1 
The integration interval is then computed as, 
L'lt P = kL'lt 
g + \ (Lim) P 
- g\ + 40. (Lim)p + 550. v (Lim)*P v 
kL'lt = k if v
P 
> 1333. 0 L'lt' 
k p (1333 - VP), if vP < = t.t V 1333. and 0 -
1333. integration reset 
code = 0 
k P = L'ltV 0 if vP < 1333. and integration 1333. , reset code = 1 
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After the integration interval is computed, it 
is filtered if it is increasing as fol~ows: 
If 
If 
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d. Stopping Conditions 
Once the integration of the flight path 
derivatives over the current integration interval is completed, 
the stopping conditions are checked to determine if the predic-
tion has been completed or if the prediction is being inter-
rupted. If the prediction is not completed or interrupted, 
the programs branch back to the beginning of the equations 
of motion section and the entire computational procedure just 
described is repeated for another integration step. This is 
then continued until the prediction is either completed or 
interrupted. 
If the prediction is either completed or inter-
rupted, the programs set predictor status code and exit. To 
determine if the prediction is completed, the predictor 
energy is first compared as, 
and compared with the terminal energy, Ef . 1. If the lna 
predictor energy is less than or equal to the terminal energy, 
the prediction is completed regardless of whether the desired 
stopping condition has been reached or not. In this case, 
the programs branch to the prediction completed section. 
If the predictor energy is greater than the terminal 
energy, the programs go on to determine if the desired stopping 
conditions have been met. On maximum range prediction or on 
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a maximum cross range prediction, the prediction is 
completed whenever the predictor energy becomes less than 
the predictor stopping energy. 
> EP ,continue prediction 
stop 
< E~top , branch to prediction completed section. 
On a minimum range prediction, the prediction is completed 
after the predicted lateral flight path has turned through 180 0 • 
If ~p < TI ,continue prediction 
~P > TI ,branch to prediction completed section 
If none of the stopping conditions have been met and the 
prediction is to be continued, the interrupt code is first 
checked to determine if the prediction is being interrupted. 
If the interrupt code is zero, time is still available for 
predicting and the programs branch back to the beginning of 
the equations of motion section as mentioned previously. If 
the Lnterrupt code is one, the time between updatings of the 
vehicle commands which is available for predicting has been 
depleted. In this case, the predictor status code is set to 
one to indicate that the current prediction was interrupted 
before it was completed and the programs exit the predictor. 
If any of the stopping conditions have been met, the 
predictor status code is set to zero to indicate that the 
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current prediction has been completed. The final values 
of the flight conditions at the end of the prediction are 
then set as follows and the predictor is exited. 
AP final 
P 
lJfinal 
P ~final 
E P final 
= AP 
P 
= 
lJ 
= ~P 
= 
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e. Predictor Command Computations 
(1) Maneuver Commands part of subroutine COMX in 
SDS-930 program, part of subroutine COMNDGEN 
in ALERT program) 
The maneuver commands for the predictor are 
orcdetermined commands which tend to maximize the naneuvering 
capability of the vehicle. A separate set of angle of attacl: 
and bank angle maneuver commands are stored in the computer 
programs for each type of prediction. By using these commands, 
the predictor can predict the limits of the X-15's maneuvering 
capability, GAA, in terms of maximum range, minimum range, and 
maximum cross range. 
In computing these commands, the angle of attack for 
maximum lift to drag and the maximum useable angle of attack 
are computed first. 
where: 
*p 
8DB rl = rate limited deflection of predictor 
drag brakes (1) 
fraction of allowable deflection of 
horizontal stabilizers (2) 
p 
ex (. 'r \ = f 3 (M ) L/ L' ;max 
(1) This parameter is always zero for the prediction since 
drag brakes are not employed on any of the predictions. 
(2) See predictor constraint computations in section 
III-D-3-(J)-(b) for description of this parameter. 
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The specific set of commands which is used on any 
given prediction is determined by checking the prediction type 
code. If it is minus one, indicating that a maximum range 
prediction is being made, the maneuver commands are as follows: 
If the prediction type code is zero, indicating that 
a minimum range prediction is being made, the maneuver commands 
are as follows: 
P 
CJ. 
mc 
= 17. - 50. (t,;P - n/2) 
If the prediction type code is one, indicating that 
a maximum cross range prediction is being made, the maneuver 
commands are as follows: 
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Regardless uf the type of prediction being made, 
the prediction maneuver commands are limited as follows: 
is limited: < a P < a 
max mc max 
P is limited: -~ < ~ < + ~ ~nom ~mc ~nom 
(2) Constraint Control 
As mentioned previously, the EMS constraint control 
loops are also used, in a manner identical to that for the X-IS, 
to modulate and limit the predictor maneuver commands as 
required to d~mp out phugoid flight path oscillations and to 
insure that the vehicle constraints are not exceeded on the 
predictions. This is done to insure that the predicted GAA is an 
accurate indication of what the X-15 can attain. However, as for 
the vehicle, certain constraints which are used in the constraint 
control loops must be computed before the constraint control 
loop computations are made. 
Damping and Constraint Computations 
As for the vehicle, a nondimensional damping parameter, 
which is used in the control loops which damp out phugoid flight 
path oscillations, must be computed. 
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*p [SP (V
P )2 + 2gJ sin .'/ 
H 1.0 + 
sP 
( 1 ) 
K·* H 
where: KH* = 2g/[So (L/Davg J = constant 
A normal acceleration parameter must also be 
computed for the predictor. Since the predictor lift and 
drag coefficients are referenced to the predictor velocity, 
these must first be transformed to body axis to obtain the 
slope of the normal coefficient. 
cP = cP c.l L prev La prev 
cP = cP = C (cp )2 L prev D DC 2 L prev 0 L 
(C P cos L prev a
P + cP prev D 
P 
sin a ) 
= 
prev prev 
The slope of the normal coefficient is then limited, 
as it was for the vehicle. 
C~a is limited to: 0.0215 < cP < 0.070 Na 
This limited coefficient is then used to compute the 
partial of the normal acceleration with respect to the angle of 
attack at the current point in the prediction. This normal 
(1) Although the algebratic form of this computation is 
different than that for the vehicle, the computation itself is 
identical to that for the vehicle. 
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acceleration parameter is then used in the normal acceleration 
control loop for the predictor. 
(qS/m)P cP Na 
- -
AN max go 
As for the vehicle the maximum attainable angle of 
attack in the predictor is a function of the Mach number, the 
drag brake deflection, and the horizontal stabilizer deflection. 
Since, as mentioned previously, the predictor does not employ the 
drag brake on any prediction, the drag brake signal which is 
used to constrain the maximum angle of attack is set to zero 
when the maximum angle of attack subroutine is being used by 
the predictor. 
*p 
ODE rl = 0 
However, the maximum angle of attack in the predictor 
is constrained by the amount of full horizontal stabilizer 
deflection that the EMS is allowed to use. As for the vehicle, 
when the pilot selects 75% deflection, the predictor utilizes 
the maximum attainable angle of attack for this deflection and 
when'the pilot selects full deflection, the predictor only uses 
full deflection when the angle of attack attainable with this 
deflection is needed. The gain which constrains the anRle of 
attack to that for 75% deflection in the latter case is computed 
as, 
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P 
K 8H 
Damping and Constraint Control Loops (Part of 
subroutine COMX in SDS-930 program, part of 
COMNDGEN in ALERT program) 
The predictor maneuver commands are modulated and 
limited by control loops to damp out phugoid flight path 
oscillations and to insure that the vehicle constraints are 
not exceeded. As mentioned previously, this is done in a 
constraint control subroutine which is used for both the vehicle 
and the predictor. Before this subroutine is entered for the 
predictor, the control loop usage indicator is set to one to 
indicate that it is going to be used for the predictor. 
Since the operation of the control loops is nearly 
identical for the vehicle and predictor, the operation of them 
for the predictor was discussed previously while the vehicle 
command computations were being discussed. Therefore, this 
discussion will not be repeated here. 
After the constraint control computations are 
completed for the predictor, the predictor bank angle and angle 
of atLack are rate limited to insure that the maximum attitude 
raLes that are imposed on the EMS are not exceeded on any pre-
dicLion. The computations for this are as follows: 
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P 0, if predictor <Pprev = 
is zero 
. 
t:.t P t:.<Pmax = ¢max 
¢P = ¢P rate limited: 
c 
previous history 
~P - t:.~ < ¢P < ~P + t:.~ ~prev ~max c ~prev ~max 
t:.a 
max 
a 
max 
P P 
a = a
c 
1 rate limited to: 
a
P 
- t:.a prev max < a
P 
< a P + t:.a 
c 1 prev max 
P P 
a = a prev 
indicator 
At this point, the computation of the predictor 
commams is completed. A return is then made to the predictor 
where the equations of motion are continued. 
(3) Prediction Processing and Phasing 
After each prediction is completed, the prediction 
processing and phasing section is entered. In this section, the 
GAA range coordinates are computed from the integrated portion 
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of the predictions and from closed form for the terminal 
portions of the predictions. The inputs for the coefficient 
set up subroutine are then set from the GAA range coordinates 
and the value of predictor independent variable corresponding 
to the time at which the respective GAA range prediction was 
started. The predictor control codes for the next prediction 
are then set and the programs branch back to the predictor 
initialization section. 
The phasing of the predictor is controlled by the 
predictor phasing code. As mentioned previously, this code 
is set to three when the EMS is first initialized. In addition, 
when the EMS is initialized, the prediction type code is set to 
minus one, indicating that a maximum range prediction is desired 
first, and the stopping condition code is set to one indicating 
that the predictor is to stop when the predictor stopping energy 
is reached. 
When this section is reached, the predictor phasing 
code is first checked, If it is three, as it will be after the 
first prediciton, a branch is made to a section where the 
maximum range GAA coordinate is computed. 
The value of the independent variable for this 
prediction is then set for the coefficient set up subroutine as, 
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In addition, a maximum range prediction ready code is set to 
one to indicate to the coefficient setup subroutine) when it 
is entered, that a maximum range prediction is ready to be used. 
The predictor phasing code for the next prediction 
is then set to four. For this prediction, the prediction type 
code is set to zero, indicating that a minimum range prediction 
is desired next, and the stopping condition code is set to minus 
one indicating that the predictor is to stop after a 180 0 lateral 
turn has been made. A branch is then made back tc the predictor 
initialization section. 
After a minimum range prediction is completed, this 
section is again entered. If the predictor phasing code is four, 
as it will be in this case, a branch is made to a section where 
the minimum range GAA coodinate is computed and the independent 
variable and prediction ready code for this prediciton are set 
for the coefficient setup routine. 
p p 
= ~final knm/rad - (aR/aE) (Efinal - Efinal) 
I~ 
In addition, since the predicted maximum dynamic 
pressure at pullout is oLtained from the minimum range prediction, 
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this quantity is also set here. 
p 
qmax final 
The predictor phasing code for the next prediction 
is then set to five, the prediction type code is set to one, 
indicating that a maximum cross-range prediction is desired 
next, and the stopping condition code is set to one, indicating 
that the prediction is to stop when the stopping energy is 
reached. The stopping energy is also computed here as, 
Again, a branch is made back to the predictor 
initialization section. After the maximum cross-range prediction 
is co~pleted, this section is again entered. If the predictor 
phasing code is five, as it will be in this case, a branch is 
made to a secLion where the maximum cross range GAA coordinate 
is computed and the independent variable and prediction ready 
code for this prediction are set for the coefficient setup 
subroutine. 
p 
= CA f · 1 lna n/2) knm/rad 
sin 
p 
~final 
The predictor phasing code is then set to three, 
the prediction type code is set to minus one, indicating that 
a maximum range prediction is desired next, and the stopping 
condition code is set to one, indicating that the prediction 
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is to stop when the stopping energy is reached. It should 
be noted that the predictor control codes now have the 
same values as they were originally initialized to. As a 
result of this, the entire procedure just described is 
started over again. After another maximum range, minimum 
range, and maximum cross-range predictions are made, the 
prediction cycle is again started over again. This cyclic 
prediction of the GAA r2nge coordinates i5 continued as 
long as the EMS continues to operate. 
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(4) Coefficient Set Up (Subroutine COEX15 in 
SDS 930 program; subroutine COEX in ALERT 
program) 
The coefficient set up subroutine sets up 
coefficients for the GAA range extrapolators from the predicted 
ranges and the values of the independent variable corresponding 
to these ranges. When this subroutine is entered, the prediction 
ready codes are first checked to determine if any new predictions 
have been completed since the last time coefficients were set up. 
If these codes are all zero, the entire coefficient set up pro-
cedure is bypassed since there are no new ranges available for 
setting up coefficients. If any of these codes are one, the 
coefficients for the corresponding ranges are set up. 
In either case, the programs then check to determine 
if the X-IS engine has either stopped or started firing since 
the last time that this subroutine was entered. If it has, the 
engine firing reset code is set to one to indicate that the 
coefficient set up procedure must be restarted the next time. 
It is necessary to restart the procedure in this case because 
the independent variable switches from a combination of energy 
and time when the engine is firing to time when the engine is not 
firing. The terminal energy that the pilot has selected is also 
checked at this point. If it has changed since the last time 
that this subroutine was entered, the terminal energy reset code 
is set equal to one. In this case, the "yn intercept coefficients 
must be reevaluated the next time but the slopes remain the 
same since only the range reference has shifted. 
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For the case where the coefficient set up 
procedure is entered, a check is first made to determine 
if at least three predictions (maximum range, minimum range, 
and maximum cross range) have been made. If they have, the 
GAA status code is set to one to indicate that a GAA is 
available for generating commands. If less than three pre-
dictions have been made, the GAA status code is left at zero 
to indicate that no GAA is available. 
In either case, a check is then made to deter-
mine how many predictions of each range (maximum range, 
minimum range, and maximum cross range) have been made. If 
only one prediction of any of these ranges has been made 
since the coefficient set up procedure was started, as is 
the case when the EMS first starts operating or when this 
procedure is restarted, then the "y" intercept coefficients 
for these ranges are set equal to the range and the slope 
coefficients are set equal to zero. In addition, the previous 
values of these ranges and the corresponding values of the 
independent variables are set. 
R(i) = R(i) 
o 
dR/aI(i) = 0 
R(i)prev = R(i) 
I(') I(i) 1 prev = 
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If more than one prediction of any of these 
ranges has been made, then the "y" intercept and slope 
coefficients for these ranges are evaluated from the 
current and previous values of these ranges and the 
corresponding values of the independent variable. The 
slope coefficients are computed as, 
aR/aI(i)current = 
R(i) - R(i) prev 
I(i) - I(i) pre v 
Since the slope coefficients are derivatives, 
they can become noisy if the errors in the predicted ranges 
become significant compared to the changes in the ranges 
between predictions. This can happen when the X-15 is in 
the glide phase of flight. To prevent this noise from being 
amplified in the extrapolator, which is a lead device, the 
slope coefficients are filtered in this case as follows: 
aR/aI(i) = [aR/aI(i) t + aR/aI(i) ] 
curren prev 
2 
When the X-15 is in the boost phase of flight, 
the slope coefficients are set equal to the current values 
aR/aI(i) = aR/aI(i)current 
III 
In either case, the "y" intercept coefficients 
are then computed as, 
R(i) = R(i) - aR/aI(i) I(i) 
o 
The previous values which are necessary are 
then set as follows: 
R(i)prev = R(i) 
I(i)prev = I(i) 
aR/aI(i) = aR/aI(i) prev 
After the coefficients have been set up, the 
prediction ready codes are set back to zero to indicate so 
and the programs branch back to the section where new 
inputs are obtained. 
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E. Vehicle Characteristics Utilized in the EMS 
The vehicle characteristics utilized in the EMS 
are those for X-15 number three with ventral off. The 
characteristics which are included for this vehicle are the 
mass, the reference area, the trim aerodynamic lift and drag 
coefficients, the maximum useable angle of attack, and the 
angle of attack for maximum lift to drag. The vehicle mass, 
reference area, and aerodynamic coefficients are utilized in 
the predictor model of the X-15. The angle of attack data 
is utilized in generating commands for both the predictor 
and the vehicle. 
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1. Aerodynamic Coefficients (Subroutines KACOEI 
and KACOE2 in SDS 930 program; subroutines ACOI 
and AC02 in ALERT program) 
The aerodynamic coefficients utilized in the EMS 
are trim coefficients relative to the velocity vector. Trim 
coefficients are used since the short period effect of the 
control surfaces on the aerodynamic lift and drag does not have 
a significant effect on the long period ranges that the predictor 
predicts and since studies have shown that the pilot can keep 
the X-IS in a near trim condition for the attitude rates that 
the EMS commands. 
The trim lift and drag coefficients are 
computed as, 
a 
where the lift slope coefficient, CL ' the base drag 
a 
coefficient, CD ,and the lift induced drag coefficient, 
o 
CD ,are all functions of Mach number. These computations 
CL2 
are made in subroutines KACOE2 and AC02 in the SDS 930 and 
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ALERT programs, respectively, and have been referred to 
previously in this report as, 
The coefficients, CL 
a 
are computed as polynomial functions of Mach number in 
subroutines KACOEI and ACOI in the SDS 930 and ALERT programs, 
respectively. These polynominal functjons have been referred 
to previously in this report as, 
The manner in which these coefficients vary 
with Mach number is shown in Figure 8. In the programs, these 
coefficients are actually computed for the ventral on 
configuration first since the data that they were reduced 
from was for this configuration. They are then converted to 
coefficients for the ventral off configuration before being 
used in the EMS. The equations used for doing this are 
as follows: 
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Figure 8.- Aerodynamic data utilized in EMS. 
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If ~1 < 1.0 
C~ 
= .0464 + .0161M L 
a 
C~ 
= .039 + .0095M 
DO 
C~ 
D CL2 = .36 - . 0 36~1 
If 1.0 < M < 1.1 
Ciu = .0464 + .0161M 
C~ = .1004 
DO 
C~ = .36 - .036M 
CL 2 
If 1.1 < M < 1.5 
C£ = .1037 - .0451M + .00883M2 - .000598M 3 
a 
C~ = .1004 
DO 
C~ = -.0659 + .382M - .0427M2 + .00174 M3 
CL 2 
If M > 1. 5 
C~ 
L 
a 
= .1037 .0451M + .00883M2 - .000598M 3 
C~ = .2127 - .108M + .0233M2 - .00168M 3 
DO 
C~ = -.0659 + .382M - .0427M2 + .00174M3 
CL2 
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These ventral on coefficients are then 
converted to ventral off ones as follows. 
CL = 1.003 C'" L 
a a 
CD = .90 C'" 
0 DO 
CD = .98 C'" D CL2 CL2 
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2. Angle of Attack Data 
a. Maximum Useable Angle of Attack (Subroutine 
KMTIEI in SDS 930 program, subroutine FMT2 
in ALERT program) 
The maximum useable angle of attack in the 
X-15 is limited by the maximum deflection of the horizontal 
stabilizers at the higher Mach numbers, the lateral stability 
characteristics of the vehicle at around Mach two, and buffeting 
near Mach one. In addition, the maximum useable angle of attack 
is also decreased as the drag brakes are deflected. Therefore, 
in the EMS, the maximum useable angle of attack is computed 
as a function of Mach number, drag brake deflection and 
horizontal stabilizer deflection. This function has been 
referred to previously in this report as, 
a 
max 
In the programs, the maximum useable angle 
of attack for no drag brake deflection at full horizontal 
stabilizer deflection is first computed as a polynomial 
function of Mach number. The manner in which this angle of 
attack varies with Mach number is shown in Figure 9. The 
polynomial equations used are as follows: 
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L ________________ _ 
Figure 9.- Maximum useable angle of attack data 
utilized in EMS. 
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If M < 1.1 
a. = 10. 
max 0 
I fl. 1 < r~ < 2. 0 
a. = 16.4 
max 0 
If M > 2.0 
a. = 33. - 19. M + 6.46 M2 - .557 M3 
max 0 
The increment th~t this angle of attack is 
decreased by if the drag brakes are fully deflected is then 
computed as, 
!laDB max = 0 if M ..; 1.1 
= 1.7 + .8 M , if M > 1.1 
The decrease in the maximum useable angle 
of attack for any drag brake deflections is assumed to be 
proportional to the decrease for maximum drag brake deflection. 
The maximum useable angle if attack for any deflection at full 
stabilizer deflection is; therefore, computed as, 
a = a 
max DB max 0 
l?l 
The manner in which this angle of attack 
varies in Mach number is also shown in Figure 9 for the case 
where the drag brakes are fully deflected. 
If the pilot has selected the 75% horizontal 
stabilizer deflection limit for the EMS, the maximum useable 
angle of attack for any drag brake deflection at full 
stabilizer deflection is multiplied by 0.8 since the X-15 
can trim about 80% of the maximum trimmable angle of attack 
at this deflection. 
a =.8 a 
max max DB 
If the pilot has selected the 100% horizontal 
stabilizer deflection limit for the EMS, the maximum useable 
angle of attack for any drag brake deflection at full stabilizer 
deflection is multiplied by a gain, koH ' which constrains the 
angle of attack to that for 75% deflection except when maximum 
deflection is needed. 
where~ 
koH ~ = .5 + koH limited to: 
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b. Angle of Attack for Maximum Lift to Drag 
(Subroutine KMTIE2 in SDS 930 program; 
subroutine FMT2 in ALERT program) 
In the EMS, the angle of attack for 
maximum lift to drag is computed as a function of Mach 
number. This function has been referred to previously in 
this report as, 
a = f3 (M) (LID) max 
This function is computed in the programs 
as follows: 
a(L/D) max = 6.5 ,if M < 1.0 
8.8 ,if M > 1.0 
1~3 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF EQUATION SYMBOLOGY AND ITS CORRELATION 
TdITH THAT USED IN THE ASSOCIATED COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
A list of the symbols used in this report, their des-
cription, and their values (if they are constants) is contained 
in Table 1. In addition, the corresponding symbols used in the 
SDS g30 and ALERT computer programs are also included in this 
table to as great an extent as practical. It was not practical 
to do this in all cases because: (1) certain expressions, 
which have been assigned engineering symbols in this report, 
appear as integral parts of larger equations in the computer 
programs and~ therefore, do not have corresponding computer 
language symbols, (2) some of the fixed point variables in 
the SDS 930 program have several computer symbols depending 
on the scaling required (in this case, only the primary 
symbol is given in Table 1), and (3) some variables have 
different computer symbols in different subroutines even 
though they are the same quantity and share the same computer 
memory location. In addition, in some cases, it will be noted 
that the same computer symbol is used for two or more different 
variables. This is because the computer memory location to 
which,such a symbol is assigned is being used as a temporary 
storage location for several variables; none of which must be 
saved through a complete cycle. 
Although these aspects of computer programming make it 
impractical to provide a complete list of the corresponding 
computer program symbols in this report, it is believed that 
the list provided in Table 1 is sufficient to enable those who 
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are interested in the digital programming aspects of the X-15 
EMS to correlate between the programs and the equations pre-
sented in this report. To further aid the reader in inter-
preting the information presented in Table 1, the following 
notes, which are used in this table, are defined here. 
Notes: (1 ) This symbol is not used in the SDS 930 program 
(2) This symbol is not used in the ALERT program 
(3 ) This symbol does not appear as a separate 
quantity in this program 
In addition to the variables required in the EMS equations, 
several codes and indexes are required to cycle the EMS through 
the separate computational branches discussed previously. A 
description of these codes, including the symbols used for 
them in the computer programs is contained in Table 2. 
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